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Quoddy
A bed that grows

    They have truly made a
difference to not only the

boys’ quality of sleep but by
the connection (extension),
mine too. The beds are not

only comfortable but
entirely practical

“

“

Charlotte and Chris Bull  have a nine-year-old son and
four-year-old twins with global developmental delay.

Mum Charlotte had just completed her law degree with
distinction and was planning to go back to work after having
her twins, and Chris was going to be a stay at home Dad.
After the boys were born prematurely at 31 weeks – the
doctors started to notice problems, initially with Alex and
Dylan’s breathing. Charlotte spent the majority of their first
two years with one or other of the twins in hospital.

Centrobed first heard about Charlotte and Chris Bull’s story
when BBC DIY SOS contacted us in 2015. We immediately
offered our support. Centrobed are the leading UK
manufacture of bespoke specialist beds and cots in the
disability community with over 30 years of experience.

Centrobed’s mission is to improve the quality of life for
children and their parents.

Following  a visit with one of our highly trained Sales
Representative we were able to assess and fully understand
that the Quoddy was the perfect bed for Dylan and Alex.



The Quoddy is designed in such a way that the bed will
grow with the child.  This bed supports all the needs and
yet is functional and looks attractive.  A paediatric bed
needs to fit the child and ours certainly does.

The unique feature of the Quoddy bed is it‘grows’ with
the child expanding to 3 different lengths with the
backrest, knee break and fully profiling in the correct
places is the primary concern.

For the Charlotte to be able to control the positioning of
the bed is great as the boys have serial casting on their
legs every six months, being able to take the pressure off
their heels by adjusting the beds with a click of a button.

With the added safety features, particularly the side
rails, ensure the boys are always secure in their beds.
“Gives me and my husband better, worry free night”

The benefits on the Bull family with the Quoddy Beds
“have truly made a difference”

I also love that the bed
will grow with the boys ,
that they aren’t lost in big
beds now but their beds
will grow, not just once,
but twice meaning that
sleeping arrangements
are something that we
don’t have to worry

about for many years to
come.

“

Key benefits:

Expands from 60” -  66” - 72”

Sturdy versatile and flexible

Flexibility within the bed to
meet changing  needs

Comfort and safety

Affordable and attractive with-
out compromising quality

Actions:

High/Low

Fully profiling

Trendelenberg

Reverse trendelenberg

“
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